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Fujitsu S26391-F1194-L136 backpack (S26391F1194-L136)
39.624 cm (15.6 ") , 390 x 265 x 40 mm, polyester
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 54.70 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 11.49 €

Product details:
Product code: S26391-F1194-L136
EAN: 4057185500647
Manufacturer: Fujitsu

66.19 €
* VAT included
The FUJITSU Sportive Backpack 15 protects notebooks with up to 15-inch displays. It contains three large
compartments, two elastic mesh side pockets and a front bay. The padded back compartment gives your notebook all
the protection it needs, while other sections store power adaptors and office supplies. Padded shoulder straps and back
cushions provide comfort on the move.
Reliability
- High quality and stability
- Everything you need from one source
Quality
- Robust design with top quality materials
- Eye-catching look
- Attractive and user friendly design
Usability
- Optimized ergonomics
- Intelligent compartment system allows fast access to the things you need
Diversity
- Notebook carrying cases
- Backpacks
- Notebook cases
- Case solutions
Main specifications:

Features
Material:
Colour of product:
Maximum screen size compatibility:
Compartments:
Certification:

Polyester
Black,Red
15.6 "
3
ROHS

Weight & dimensions
Weight:

610 g

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

